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Topic ∙ be going to 

• Iconic case study in grammaticalization 

• Motion verb + purpose adjunct 

(1) [Payment] Vor ij days goyng to Cogysbyry to gete tymbyr vor 
the cherche, iiij men, the cost of ham. (1447-8) 

• To auxiliary of (prospective) future + complement 

(2) As she was going to rise betimes in the morning, … shee was 
constrained to keepe her bed (1607) 
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Topic ∙ Research question 

• Reanalysis at some point (Traugott forthc.) 

(3) [I am going] [to buy some chocolate] >  

(4) [I am going to buy some chocolate] 

? Analogy without (re)analysis (Petré 2012b) 

• What about the role of analogy? 

– Initiates grammaticalization process 

– ‘Analogical thinking’ vs. ‘analogization’ (Traugott & Trousdale 
2010) 

– Needs a quantitative approach (≠ Traugott & Trousdale forthc.) 
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• Various theoretical positions 

– Reanalysis, ‘constructionalization’: Traugott (1993, 2011) 

– Analogy: Fischer (2007), Disney (2012); metaphor: Garrett 
(2012) 

– French influence (Danchev & Kytö 1994) 

 

 

Overview 
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• Analogy with periphrastic modals  

– have to, ought to, be to, have to 

• Traugott (2011) objects 

– Not similar enough 

– None had –ing  

– All had obligation/epistemic inferential rather than 
intentional/future meaning 

 

 

Fischer (2007) ∙ External model 
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• Small internal analogies until reanalysis is possible 

a1500 Backgrounding volitional motion > future implied 

(5) Also ther passed a theef byfore alexandre that was goyng to 
be hanged whiche saide … (1477. [EEBO])  

c1600 Semantic constraints relaxed 

(6) As he was going to make a nooze, I watch’d my time and ranne 
away. (1611 Tourneur, The Atheist’s Tragedie) 

a1700 GO + BE Ving + to INFpurposive became more frequent 

 

Traugott (2011) ∙ Micro-steps 
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a1750 Appearance of raising syntax  

(7) I am afraid there is going to be such a calm among us, that … 
(1725 Odingsells, The Bath Unmask’d [LION]) 

⇒ [[formNEW] [meaningNEW]] 

• Development continues 

– reduction to gonna (1806) 

– … 

 

Traugott (2011) ∙ Actualization 
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• Step-by-step change is likely 

• Traugott (2011, forthc.) maintains that each small 
(analogical) change involves a micro-reanalysis 

Taking stock 
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• Did actualization of function shift really need 100+ years?  

• What is the role of frequency in this story?  

• Are micro-reanalyses really based on internal analogies? 
Or are there external models? 

• What is the role of forms of go other than be going? 

– Finite forms (he goes to do this) 

– Free adjuncts (he, going to do this) 

• An extensive corpus-study of the crucial initial stages 
(1550-1650) is required 

 

The doubts 
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Analogy with [GO about to] 

• [BE about to] in Early Middle English 

(8) Þis luþere wummen weren ... A-boute to bringue luþer þou3t.  

 ‘These evil women were... about to bring evil thought.’ 
(c1300) 

• [GO about to] ‘be busy to’ in late Middle English 
(9) This false iuge gooth now faste aboute (‘busily about’) To 
hasten his delit. (c1390) 

• [GO about to] ‘try to’ in Early Modern English 
(10) They shall begyle your simple playnesse with feyned 

communicacion, not going about to wynne you vnto Christe. 
(1549) 
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Chains and ping-pong 

? Influence in the development of [GO about to] from 

– the form (about to) and function of [BE about to] 

– the form (go) and function of [GO to] 

? Influence in the development of [GO to] from 

– the form (about to) and function of [GO about to] 

• [BE about to] > [GO about to] > [GO to]  

 = Analogical chain 

• [GO about to] > [GO to] > [GO about to]  

 = Analogical ping-pong (and increased fuzziness) 
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Fast form actualization 

? Coevolution meaning-form (≠ Traugott & Trousdale forthc) 

• Difference between new and existing (analogical) forms 

• Grammaticalizing [go to INF] means [to INF]-complement 

• [to INF]-complements already existed (begin to ...) 

• Given pre-existence, should actualization not be faster? 

• Yes! Fronting as new formal evidence 

(11) ... those goods, whichi he was going to sell Øi to the Iunkes of 
Siam in the Port of Comhay. (1625) 

(12) *which he was going to the Port of Comhay to sell. 
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Corpus 

• EEBOCorp 1.0 (Petré 2013) 

– Offline version of EEBO database 

– Filtered for posthumous and non-English texts 

– ca. 500,000,000 words 

• Current sample 

– Full sample for 1520-1639 

– Selective sample based on 15 productive authors for 1640-1700 

– Around 200,000,000 words 

– Divided into 20-year periods 
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Data 

• Constructions queried 

– (BE) going (about) (X) to INF (full analysis [n = 2804) 

– (BE) going (about) (X)  (selective [n = 21695]) 

– GO (about) to    (selective [n = 20000+]) 

• Search queries 

– Spelling variants found in OED, EEBO index, EEBOCorp 1.0 index 

– Incomplete words that are likely hits 

– Some common OCR errors 
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Comp’ing semantics ∙ [-motion] 

[going about to] 

(13) And going about to amplyfie 
thys crueltie, you said, thys 
semethe not ... to be a godly 
sense ... 

‘And trying to increase this 
cruelty, you said that this does 
not seem ...’ (1550) 

 

 

 

 

[going to] 

 (14)with all..their poisoned diuises 
yt is not my purpose nor yet in 
my power here to meddle, they 
being already so infinite, and 
their forge (‘smithy’) daily going 
to frame new. (1591) 

[be going to] 

 (15)What mary-bone of witte is 
your iudgement going to pick 
now? (1608) 

20 Comparing constructions 

• [-motion] extension is condition for aspectual function 



Explaining semantic head start 

• Spatial about ‘around’ 

(16) You shall sée the slaues & Canarijns in great numbers, all day 
going about the stréetes to sell the Milke of Buffles (1598) 

• Often atelic 

• Atelicity > bleaching > loss of motion 

(17) (dialogue) God kéepe me from speaking euil of his frendes, I go 
not about to tell (‘intend not’) thée other than the truth. (1566) 

• Bleaching correlates with increased adjacency [about to]  

= Similar to be about to (≠ motion) 

= Strengthening of non-completion semantics of to 

= Semantics of ‘try to, intend to’ appears 
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Comparing form ∙ Fronting 

• Evidence for complement status 

(18) *Mary, whom he was going to the church to marry.  
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[go about to] 
(19)the thynge that he nowe 

wente about to tell them, was a 
meruesous hygh thynge ... 
(1533) 

 

[(be) going about to] 
(20)And this shee is going about to 

(‘is going to’) publish through 
all France.  (1638) 

 
 

[going to] 
(21)Here vpon the Collonell ... 

charged them to conuay that 
knight to his Tent.  Which they 
going to doo, the Emperor ... 
ouerthrew them... (1598) 

[be going to] 
(22)... Lady Mary ... whom he was 

going to marrie when death ... 
preuented him. (1585) 



Explaining head start 

• Originally [GO about] ‘be busy’ + [to INF] ‘to realize X’ 

(23) I go about, To make this worke. (1554) 

• As such, also in need of reanalysis 

• [BE about to INF] at this point already reanalyzed 

(24) As soone shall I doo this as thou shall doo that thou arte 
aboute to doo.  

 ‘I shall do this as soon as you shall do what you are about to 
do.’ (1493) 

• Analogical chain 

– [BE about to Inf] > [GO about to Inf] > [GO to Inf] 
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Comp’ing frequency ∙ Adjacency 

• Specialization of chunk [(BE) GOING about to] is ahead of 
[(BE) GOING to] 
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GO about to ∙ Grammatical? 

• Already in the mid-16th ct. [GO about to] was heavily 
specialized in its function of ‘be busy to, try to’ 

• Some signs of grammaticalization  

– Fronting 

– Some crystallization of aspectual semantics (‘be in the course 
of’) 

• (Chunking of go about is lexicalization) 
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Be going (*about) to? 

• Hardly any instances 

• This despite go about to’s head start 

• Instead, from 1600 onwards, be going to  

– Increases in frequency 

– Continues to grammaticalize (1725: raising), whereas going 
about to stops to develop any further.  
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Frequencies pmw 
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Ping pong analogy 

• Rare instances of be going about to seem to be 
influenced by be going to.  

(25) (writer to his readers) I Am going about to conclude (‘*am 
busy/trying’) this small matter of Booke with some notice upon 
these two Doxologies.  (1646) 

→ Once be going to is associated, it becomes an analogical 
model itself (cf. worth(while) in De Smet 2009) 
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[BE Ving] – system-dependency 

• Gradual take-over of go about to by go to (realized as be 
going to) coincides with general increase of [BE Ving] as a 
current time marker (Petré 2012) 

• The take-over of functions of the present tense by [BE 
Ving] would require go about to to become be going 
about to.  

• Analogical assimilation between go to and go about to 
made them interchangeable in current time situations 

• Preference, then, is given to the phonetically lighter form 
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The role of analogy 

• [Going about to] served as analogical model both in:  

– Form (fronting, go ... to, adjacency) 

– Meaning (‘try to’ > ‘intend to’ > ‘plan to’) 

• Together with the chronological/frequency evidence, this 
points to ‘analogical constructionalization’, not simply 
‘analogical thinking’ 

• Other observations about analogy 

– Analogical chains 

– Analogical ping pong 

– Timing of analogy dependent on changes elsewhere ([BE Ving]) 
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Future prospects 

• In depth analysis of the role of frequency 

– Quantitative analysis of finite forms of go (about) to. 

– More detailed analysis of relation with be about to.  

• In depth analysis of semantics 

– of go to: bridging from motion to no motion; role of animacy? 

– of go about to: ‘being busy’ to or ‘intending to’?  

• Look at patterns of use of individual writers (Petré & Van 
De Velde ms.) 
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